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Databases 
Historical overview
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Relational databases 
Reminder: Advantages of relational databases

■Store persistent data 
■Storing large amounts of data on disk, 

■while allowing applications to grab the bits 

they need through queries

■Application integration 

■Many applications in an enterprise need to 
share information. 

■By getting all applications to use the 

database, we ensure all these applications 
have consistent, up-to- date data.


■Mostly standardized 
■ The relational model is widely used and 

understood. Interaction with the database is 
done with SQL, which is a (mostly) standard 
language. This degree of standardization is 
enough to keep things familiar so people 
don’t need to learn new things


■Concurrency control 
■Many users access the same information at 

the same time. Handling this concurrency is 
difficult to program, so databases provide 
transactions to help ensure consistent 
interaction.


■Reporting 
■SQL’s simple data model and standardization 

has made it a foundation for many reporting 
tools

3
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Relational databases 
Reminder: Relational data model — Data and schema example
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Customer

Id Name

1 Anne

2 Bob

3 Claire

Product

Id Name

27 Garden chair

28 Cushion

29 Umbrella

Order

Id CustomerID

99 1

100 3

101 1

Shipping
AddressId

77

78

79

BillingAddress

Id AddressId

55 77

56 78

57 79

CustomerID

1

2

3

Address

Id

77

78

79

City

London

Nice

Milano

OrderItem

Id ProductId

210 27

211 29

212 27

OrderID

99

99

100

Price

49.90

12.80

49.90

OrderPayment

Id CardNumber

383 1000-1000

384 2000-2000

385 3000-3000

OrderID

99

100

101

Billing
AddressId

55

56

57

TransactionId

45fjhs63h8

934fjh34835

7hbj53sk845

name

Customer Order

Billing 
Address

street
city
state
post code

Address

cardNumber
transactionId

Order 
Payment

price

Order Item

name

Product

1 *

1

*

*

1

1 *

1

*

1

*

*

1

1

shipping Address
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Relational databases 
Problems with relational databases — Impedance mismatch

5 ptg9987953

line items:

ID: 1001

customer: Ann

$4820321293533

$3910321601912

$5110131495054

$96

$39

$51

payment details:
Card: Amex
CC Number: 12345
expiry: 04/2001

orders

customers

order lines

credit cards

Figure 1.1 An order, which looks like a single aggregate structure in the UI, is split into
many rows from many tables in a relational database

a lot of grunt work, but can become a problem of their own when people try too
hard to ignore the database and query performance suffers.

Relational databases continued to dominate the enterprise computing world
in the 2000s, but during that decade cracks began to open in their dominance.

1.3 Application and Integration Databases

The exact reasons why relational databases triumphed over OO databases are
still the subject of an occasional pub debate for developers of a certain age. But
in our view, the primary factor was the role of SQL as an integration mechanism
between applications. In this scenario, the database acts as an integration
database—with multiple applications, usually developed by separate teams,
storing their data in a common database. This improves communication because
all the applications are operating on a consistent set of persistent data.

There are downsides to shared database integration. A structure that’s designed
to integrate many applications ends up being more complex—indeed, often dra-
matically more complex—than any single application needs. Furthermore, should
an application want to make changes to its data storage, it needs to coordinate
with all the other applications using the database. Different applications
have different structural and performance needs, so an index required by one

6 Chapter 1 Why NoSQL?

From the Library of Marcel Graf

■ Impedance mismatch: the difference 
between the in-memory data 
structures (objects) of the program 
and the relational model of the 
database.

■Relational model: set of tuples with 

simple values

■ Program data structure: hierarchy of 

objects

■Source of frustration for developers.
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Object-oriented databases 
Their failure

■ Invented in the middle of the 1990s, object-
oriented databases promised to solve the 
impedance mismatch problem.

■But contrary to expectations they did not have 

a lot of success.

■SQL databases remained dominant


■Main reason: they are used as integration 
databases between different applications

6

Billing

Inventory

Integration 
database
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Relational databases 
Today SQL's dominance is cracking

■Relational databases are designed to run on 
a single machine, so to scale, you need buy 
a bigger machine.


■But it’s cheaper and more effective to scale 
horizontally by buying lots of machines.


■The machines in these large clusters are 
individually unreliable, but the overall cluster 
keeps working even as machines die - so 
the overall cluster is reliable.

■Relational databases don’t work well on 

clusters.

7
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NoSQL databases 
A new approach

■Google and Amazon were both early adopters 
of large clusters, and both eschewed relational 
databases.

■Google Bigtable database


■ Developed for Google's search engine

■ Paper published in 2006


■Amazon Dynamo database

■ Developed for Amazon's e-commerce platform

■ Paper published in 2007


■Their efforts have been a large inspiration to 
the NoSQL community

■Google and Amazon continued to develop their 

proprietary technology and today offer them as 
a cloud service

■Google Datastore (part of App Engine)

■AWS DynamoDB

8

Dynamo: Amazon’s Highly Available Key-value Store 
Giuseppe DeCandia, Deniz Hastorun, Madan Jampani, Gunavardhan Kakulapati,  
Avinash Lakshman, Alex Pilchin, Swaminathan Sivasubramanian, Peter Vosshall  

and Werner Vogels 
Amazon.com 

 

ABSTRACT 
Reliability at massive scale is one of the biggest challenges we 
face at Amazon.com, one of the largest e-commerce operations in 
the world; even the slightest outage has significant financial 
consequences and impacts customer trust. The Amazon.com 
platform, which provides services for many web sites worldwide, 
is implemented on top of an infrastructure of tens of thousands of 
servers and network components located in many datacenters 
around the world. At this scale, small and large components fail 
continuously and the way persistent state is managed in the face 
of these failures drives the reliability and scalability of the 
software systems.  

This paper presents the design and implementation of Dynamo, a 
highly available key-value storage system that some of Amazon’s 
core services use to provide an “always-on” experience.  To 
achieve this level of availability, Dynamo sacrifices consistency 
under certain failure scenarios. It makes extensive use of object 
versioning and application-assisted conflict resolution in a manner 
that provides a novel interface for developers to use. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
D.4.2 [Operating Systems]: Storage Management; D.4.5 
[Operating Systems]: Reliability; D.4.2 [Operating Systems]: 
Performance; 

General Terms 
Algorithms, Management, Measurement, Performance, Design, 
Reliability. 

1. INTRODUCTION  
Amazon runs a world-wide e-commerce platform that serves tens 
of millions customers at peak times using tens of thousands of 
servers located in many data centers around the world. There are 
strict operational requirements on Amazon’s platform in terms of 
performance, reliability and efficiency, and to support continuous 
growth the platform needs to be highly scalable. Reliability is one 
of the most important requirements because even the slightest 
outage has significant financial consequences and impacts 
customer trust. In addition, to support continuous growth, the 
platform needs to be highly scalable. 

One of the lessons our organization has learned from operating 
Amazon’s platform is that the reliability and scalability of a 
system is dependent on how its application state is managed. 
Amazon uses a highly decentralized, loosely coupled, service 
oriented architecture consisting of hundreds of services. In this 
environment there is a particular need for storage technologies 
that are always available. For example, customers should be able 
to view and add items to their shopping cart even if disks are 
failing, network routes are flapping, or data centers are being 
destroyed by tornados. Therefore, the service responsible for 
managing shopping carts requires that it can always write to and 
read from its data store, and that its data needs to be available 
across multiple data centers.  

Dealing with failures in an infrastructure comprised of millions of 
components is our standard mode of operation; there are always a 
small but significant number of server and network components 
that are failing at any given time. As such Amazon’s software 
systems need to be constructed in a manner that treats failure 
handling as the normal case without impacting availability or 
performance. 

To meet the reliability and scaling needs, Amazon has developed 
a number of storage technologies, of which the Amazon Simple 
Storage Service (also available outside of Amazon and known as 
Amazon S3), is probably the best known. This paper presents the 
design and implementation of Dynamo, another highly available 
and scalable distributed data store built for Amazon’s platform. 
Dynamo is used to manage the state of services that have very 
high reliability requirements and need tight control over the 
tradeoffs between availability, consistency, cost-effectiveness and 
performance. Amazon’s platform has a very diverse set of 
applications with different storage requirements. A select set of 
applications requires a storage technology that is flexible enough 
to let application designers configure their data store appropriately 
based on these tradeoffs to achieve high availability and 
guaranteed performance in the most cost effective manner. 

There are many services on Amazon’s platform that only need 
primary-key access to a data store. For many services, such as 
those that provide best seller lists, shopping carts, customer 
preferences, session management, sales rank, and product catalog, 
the common pattern of using a relational database would lead to 
inefficiencies and limit scale and availability. Dynamo provides a 
simple primary-key only interface to meet the requirements of 
these applications.  

Dynamo uses a synthesis of well known techniques to achieve 
scalability and availability: Data is partitioned and replicated 
using consistent hashing [10], and consistency is facilitated by 
object versioning [12]. The consistency among replicas during 
updates is maintained by a quorum-like technique and a 
decentralized replica synchronization protocol. Dynamo employs 
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Bigtable: A Distributed Storage System
for Structured Data
FAY CHANG, JEFFREY DEAN, SANJAY GHEMAWAT, WILSON C. HSIEH,
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ANDREW FIKES, and ROBERT E. GRUBER
Google, Inc.

Bigtable is a distributed storage system for managing structured data that is designed to scale
to a very large size: petabytes of data across thousands of commodity servers. Many projects at
Google store data in Bigtable, including web indexing, Google Earth, and Google Finance. These
applications place very different demands on Bigtable, both in terms of data size (from URLs to
web pages to satellite imagery) and latency requirements (from backend bulk processing to real-
time data serving). Despite these varied demands, Bigtable has successfully provided a flexible,
high-performance solution for all of these Google products. In this article, we describe the simple
data model provided by Bigtable, which gives clients dynamic control over data layout and format,
and we describe the design and implementation of Bigtable.
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NoSQL databases 
Definition

■There is no standard definition of what NoSQL 
means. The term began with a workshop 
organized in 2009, but there is much argument 
about what databases can truly be called 
NoSQL.

■But while there is no formal definition, there are 

some common characteristics of NoSQL 
databases

■ they don’t use the relational data model, and 

thus don’t use the SQL language

■ they tend to be designed to run on a cluster

■ they don’t have a fixed schema, allowing you to 

store any data in any record

■ they tend to be Open Source (when offered as 

software)

9
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NoSQL databases 
Why relational databases will continue to exist

■The relational model is still relevant

■ The tabular model is suitable for many kinds 

of data, particularly when you need to pick 
apart data and re-assemble it in different 
ways for different purposes.


■ACID transactions

■ In order to run effectively on a cluster, most 

NoSQL databases have limited transactional 
capability. Often this is enough... but not 
always.


■Tools

■ The long dominance of SQL means that many 

tools have been written to work with SQL 
databases. Tooling for alternative datastores 
is much more limited.


■Familiarity

■NoSQL systems are still new, so people 

aren’t familiar with using them. So we 
shouldn’t be using them on utility projects 
where their benefits would have less impact.

10
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NoSQL databases 
Data model

1111

Document Column 
family

Graph

Key-value

Google

Datastore
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837094
object1

071943

812792

object2

object3

Keys Values

NoSQL databases 
Key-value data model

■The database allows to store arbitrary objects 
(a name, an image, a document, ...) and to 
retrieve them with a key.


■ It's the principle of a hashmap, but stored 
persistently on a disk.

12
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NoSQL databases 
Column-family data model

■Row key 
■Unique key for each row.

■A row contains several column 

families.

■Accessible via the key


■Column family 
■A combination of columns that 

go together.

■Has a name.

■Contains several column key / 

column value pairs.

■Column key / column value


■Key/value pair containing the 
data.

13

...

071943

...

name "Martin"

billingAddress data...

payment data...

OR1001 data

OR1002 data...

OR1003 data...

OR1004 data...

Column key Column value

Row key

profile

orders

Column family
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NoSQL databases 
Document data model

■The database allows to store documents, 
where each document is a complex data 
structure.

■Hierarchical structure (like an XML document)

■Structure often represented in JSON


■The developer can make queries over the data 
structure

■ to extract pieces of data

■ to update pieces of data

14

{""id":"1001,
"""customer_id":"7231,
"""line8items":"[
""""{""product_id":"4555,""quantity":"8"},
""""{""product_id":"7655,""quantity":"4"},
""],
"""discount8code":"Y
}

{""id":"1002,
"""customer_id":"9831,
"""line8items":"[
""""{""product_id":"4555,""quantity":"3"},
""""{""product_id":"2155,""quantity":"4"},
""""{""product_id":"6384,""quantity":"1"},
""],
}
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NoSQL databases 
Graph data model

■Structure of a graph with vertices and edges.

■Can be oriented or not.


■Well suited to following relations between 
objects.

■Relational databases don't work well in this 

case. One has to make joins which may become 
very complex.

■ The term "relational" comes from set theory.


■Query language adapted to the graph 
structure.

15

Alice

Fred

Anne

Yann

has friend

has friend

is daughter of

has friend

Marie
is married with
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NoSQL databases 
Graph data model — Query language

■Example: Cypher query language of Neo4j

16

Barbara Elizabeth
friend of

Anna Carol

BigCo

friend of friend of

employee of employee of

START%barbara%=%node:nodeIndex(name%=%"Barbara")
MATCH%(barbara)9[:FRIEND]9>(friend_node)
RETURN%friend_node.name,friend_node.location
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NoSQL databases 
How to use them?

■Example of an e-commerce platform.

■ Traditionally it uses a relational database for 

all its storage needs.


■NoSQL databases offer a number of different 
data models.

■ The e-commerce platform can use for each 

component the databases that best suits its 
needs.

17

E-commerce platform

Relational database

Shopping cart

Session data

Orders

Business intelligence
Data warehouse

E-commerce platform

Key-value
database

Document
database

Relational
database

Graph
database

Session data
Shopping cart

Orders

Inventory
Prices

Client social graph
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NoSQL databases 
Recommended usage

■Key-value data model

■Storing web session data

■User profiles and preferences

■Shopping cart data


■Document data model

■Event logging

■Enterprise content management, blogging 

platforms

■Data collection for web analytics


■Column-family data model

■ Enterprise content management, blogging 

platforms

■Counters


■Graph model

■Social networks

■Shipping and routing applications based on 

geolocation

■Recommendation engines

18
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Distributed databases 
Distribution to achieve scalability

■Dimensions in which a database may need to scale:

■Storage capacity 

■ Number of objects stored

■ Search engine: metadata of 2B pages of the world-wide-web

■ Social networks: user profiles of 1B users

■ Behavior tracking

■ Internet of Things


■Read request throughput capacity 
■ Number of read requests per second


■ E-commerce

■ Online games: up to 100k reads per second


■Write request throughput capacity 
■ Number of write requests per second


■ Online games: up to 100k writes per second

■ Internet of Things: up to 1M writes per second

19
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Distributed databases 
Distribution principles — Sharding vs. replication

20

Alice

Fred

Iris

Sylvie

Alain

René

Louis

Alice

Fred

Iris

Sylvie

Alain

René

Louis

Sharding : The storage space is 
subdivided into several zones. Each zone 
is assigned to a machine.

Replication : For each object a copy is 
created. Each copy is stored on a different 
machine.

Fred

Alain

Fred Fred Fred

Alain Alain Alain
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Distributed databases 
Replication — Distribution models

■When data is replicated, there are two popular replication models: master-slave or peer-to-peer

21

read

write

Master

Slave

Slave

Slave

replication

Master-slave replication

read

write

Peer

Peer

Peer

Peer

replication

Peer-to-peer replication
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Alice

Fred

Iris

Sylvie

Alain

René

Louis

Alice

Fred

Iris

Sylvie

Alain

René

Louis

The question is how to subdivide the key 
space across machines to evenly spread 
the load.

<key> <value>

Alice

Fred

...

<photo of 
Alice>

<photo of 
Fred>

...

Suppose the data is organized as key-
value pairs, for example user photos 
(value) identified by their name (key). 

instead of a 
single big 

container ...

... many machines

elasticity: addition of new 
machines ...

… or removal of 
machines

Instead of treating the database like a 
monolithic container, it is broken into 
shards.

Sharding 
Sharding: Subdividing the database into smaller pieces

22
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Sharding 
Placement of objects

■Client requests to store or 
retrieve objects are received by 
load balancers. They determine 
which machine is responsible for 
storing the object.

■The load balancers have to make 

a decision very quickly

■ They cannot talk to each other, 

that would take too much time.

23

machines

load balancer 1 load balancer 2

assign the object to 
which machine?

retrieve the object from 
which machine?

store object with key retrieve object with keyAlice Alice
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Sharding 
Placement of objects — Hashing

■A hash table distributes objects in a table with 
the help of a hashing function that is computed 
from the key.

■A good hashing function distributes the objects 

more less uniformly to minimize collisions.

24

0 1 2 3

hash table with
4 positions

position = hash(key) mod 4
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Sharding 
Placement of objects — Hashing

■The same principle can be 
applied to the objects to be 
stored on a machine.

■Only problem: When a 

machine is added the 
positions of almost all 
objects change. This 
would cause an 
unacceptable network 
traffic to migrate the 
objects!

25

Alice

Fred

Sylvie

Alain

hash(                 )Fred

hash(                 )Alain

hash(                 )Sylvie

hash(                 )Alice
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Sharding 
Placement of objects — Consistent hashing

■Consistent hashing avoids moving 
objects when machines are added 
or removed.

■The keys are mapped by the same 

hash function, but then the hash 
value is mapped to a circle.

■The machines are also mapped 

into the circle by using their name 
as key.

■The following convention is 

established: An object is 
assigned to the machine that 
follows it in the circle (clockwise 
direction).

26
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hash(                 )Sylvie
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Alice
Fred

Sylvie

Alain

A

B

C

D

Initial situation

Alice
Fred

Sylvie

Alain

A

B

C

D

E

objects that will 
go into E

Adding a machine only affects the 
objects that are between the new 
machine and the preceding one.

Alice
Fred

Sylvie

Alain

A

B

C
E

objects that will 
leave D

Removing a machine only affects the 
objects that are between the machine 

Sharding 
Placement of objects — Consistent hashing
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GET GET

POST

POST

Browser Application 
server Database

User A User B

Consistency in the presence of concurrent writes 
Problem statement

28

Users A and B access 
the same data

User A updates the 
data

User B updates the 
data

Write-write 
conflict
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Consistency in the presence of concurrent writes 
First solution

29

GET GET

POST

POST

Browser Application 
server Database

User A User B

First solution: for each 
user wrap the read 
and write in a 
transaction. The 
database will detect 
the conflict, execute 
one of the two 
transactions 
successfully and roll 
back the other.

Problem: maintaining 
a transaction over 
such a long time 
degrades 
performance.
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Consistency in the presence of concurrent writes 
Second solution

30

GET GET

POST

POST

Browser Application 
server Database

User A User B

Second solution: 
wrap only the write in 
a transaction. This will 
ensure that the write 
is executed 
completely or not at 
all (no half-way write).

But neither the 
database nor the 
application will be 
aware that there is a 
conflict between 
users.

Write-write 
conflict
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Consistency in the presence of concurrent writes 
Second solution continued

31

GET GET

POST

POST

Browser Application 
server Database

User A User B

An external mechanism solves 
the problem: 
The application adds a version 
field to the data. 

v. 101

v. 102

The version is incremented by 
the application each time the 
data is update.

v. 101

v. 101
The version is also returned in a 
GET and passed in a POST.

v. 101?

Before modifying the data the 
application verifies that it is at the 
correct version.

v. 101

v. 101
v. 101?

This is how the application will 
detect that there is a problem 
with the write of user B.
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Consistency in the presence of replication 
Introduction

32

Connected replicas

Disconnected replicas

■The replication of data creates new 
consistency problems.

■As long as the replicas are connected, all is 

well.

■When they become disconnected (network 

partition) problems can occur.

■Several approaches are possible.


■ Refuse the writing of data to guarantee 
consistency of the replica: this is what relational 
databases do


■ Allow the writing of data and accept inconsistent 
replicas: this is what NoSQL databases do
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Consistency in the presence of replication 
CAP theorem

■The CAP theorem addresses the trade-offs 
in distributed databases. It states that 
between the goals of Consistency (C), 
Availability (A) and tolerance to network 
Partitions (P), only two can be achieved.

■Conjectured by Eric Brewer in 2000, 

formal proof by Nancy Lynch and Seth 
Gilbert in 2002

33

Relational 
database

NoSQL 
database

NoSQL 
database

Availability Consistency

Partition 
tolerance
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Consistency in the presence of replication 
Tolerance to network partitions

■Network problems 
can lead to so-called 
partitions.

■With two breaks in 

the communication 
lines, the database 
cluster partitions 
into two groups.


■A system is partition-
tolerant if it continues 
to operate in the 
presence of a 
partition.

34
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Consistency in the presence of replication 
Databases prioritizing consistency with two-phase commit protocol

■The database guarantees a consistent state of 
the replicas.

35

Replica 
A

Replica 
B

Transaction 
monitor

Appli-
cation

Connected

x = 1 x = 1
write x = 2

prepare x = 2

prepare OK

prepare x = 2

prepare OK

commit

commit OK x = 2

commit

commit OK x = 2OK
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pa
rti

tio
n

Replica 
A

Replica 
B

Transaction 
monitor

Appli-
cation

Partitioned (disconnected)

Consistency in the presence of replication 
Databases prioritizing consistency with two-phase commit protocol
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x = 1 x = 1
write x = 2

prepare x = 2

prepare OK

prepare x = 2

timeout
cancel

write error

■The database rolls back the transaction 
(refuses to make the modification) and thus 
guarantees the consistency of the replicas.
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Consistency in the presence of replication 
Database prioritizing availability, not guaranteeing consistency

■The database accepts the write operation 
without taking into account the state of the 
other replica. 

■ If the replicas are connected they will 

eventually have a consistent state. 
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Replica 
A

Replica 
B

Appli-
cation

Connected

x = 1 x = 1
write x = 2

sync x = 2
x = 2

OK x = 2
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Consistency in the presence of replication 
Database prioritizing availability, not guaranteeing consistency

■As long as the replicas remain disconnected 
they will have an inconsistent state. 
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Replica 
A

Replica 
B

Appli-
cation

pa
rti
tio

n

x = 1 x = 1
write x = 2

OK x = 2

sync x = 2
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Google Datastore 
A NoSQL database as a service

■Google Datastore is a data storage service.

■Part of the Google App Engine Platform-as-a-Service

■A big scalable database that contains the data of all Google App Engine clients.


■ Multi-tenancy model

■ Behind the scenes the service manages distribution, replication, load balancing, all automatically.


■ The application simply calls an API

■ Without needing to know where the data is stored.

■ Without needing to allocate capacity: virtually unlimited capacity.


■The data model is a key-value model.

■No ACID guarantees.

39
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Google Datastore 
Data model

■The data model of Google Datastore has three main concepts:

■Entity: An object stored in the Datastore. Each object has a unique key.

■Kind: The kind of entity, for example a client, an article, an order.


■ Used in queries to search for the stored entities.

■ Does not imply the presence of properties.


■Property: Contains the data of an entity, for example the name of the client.

■ An entity can have several properties.

■ Each property has a name and at least one value.

40
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Google Datastore 
Example entity

41

bookstore "Book" 837094

Key

Application ID Kind Entity ID Ancestor path

"title"

"author"

"copyrightYear"

"authorBirthdate"

"The Grapes of 
Wrath"

"John Steinbeck"

1939

1902-02-27

Property

Name Value

Entity
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Google Datastore 
Key of an entity

■Each key of an entity is unique in the whole datastore (even across App Engine service users).

■A key is composed of several parts:


■ The Application ID

■ Ensures that there is never a collision with other applications.

■ Is automatically generated by App Engine. Cannot be modified by the application.


■ The Kind

■ Contributes to the uniqueness of the key.

■ Is used by the Datastore for queries.


■ The Entity ID. This part can either be

■ Specified by the application. In this case it is called key name.

■ Automatically managed by the datastore. In this case it is called ID.


■ (Optional) The ancestor path of the entity

■ Allows to locate the entity in a hierarchical structure.


■When an entity has been created, its key cannot be changed.

42
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Google Datastore 
Low-level API

43

//	...	
import	com.google.appengine.api.datastore.DatastoreService;	
import	com.google.appengine.api.datastore.DatastoreServiceFactory;	
import	com.google.appengine.api.datastore.Entity;	

//	...	
								DatastoreService	ds	=	DatastoreServiceFactory.getDatastoreService();	
									
								Entity	book	=	new	Entity("Book");	

								book.setProperty("title",	"The	Grapes	of	Wrath");	
								book.setProperty("author",	"John	Steinbeck");	
								book.setProperty("copyrightYear",	1939);	
								Date	authorBirthdate	=	
												new	GregorianCalendar(1902,	Calendar.FEBRUARY,	27).getTime();	
								book.setProperty("authorBirthdate",	authorBirthdate);	

								ds.put(book);	

								//	...
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Google Datastore 
The High Replication Datastore (HRD)

44

■Recently Google has changed the implementation of the Datastore: The High Replication 
Datastore (HRD)

■Uninterrupted service even if machines are down because of failures or scheduled maintenance.

■Uses the Paxos algorithm to replicate data across several data centers.


■Consistency guarantees are linked to the data model.

■Each entity has key that uniquely identifies it.

■Optionally an entity can designate another entity as parent.


■ This creates a tree-structure similar to a file system.

■ Traditional notions of parent, child, ancestor, descendant, root.


■Consistency guarantees:

■ Entities that have the same ancestor are said to belong to the same entity group.

■ A query on an entity group must only specify the key of the ancestor.

■ A query that limits itself to a single entity group is guaranteed to return up-to-date and consistent results.

■ A query over several entity groups may return inconsistent results.
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